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shed those leaves

emerge to live free, true, and strong
HOW DO WE LIVE – free in a world clamouring for recognition, results and accolades?
True in a world operating by competition and strife? Strong in a world labouring under
the weight of hazy beliefs?
The journey to freedom, truth and strength begins as we shed the leaves of selfreliance and mass appeal that we don, where we foolishly risk true encounter with Jesus,
and as a result, with ourselves. Shed Those Leaves is a Christ-follower and pastor’s
honest search for Jesus’ way of freedom, truth and strength. It is a memoir-manifesto that
calls readers to look deep within themselves in order to emerge, and live out the promise
of Jesus’ gift of salvation.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
JENNI HO-HUAN came to Christ, was nurtured and ordained in the Presbyterian Church. She was
trained in Trinity Theological College, where she completed her Masters of Divinity and Master of
Theology (Pastoral Theology) with a study focus on “personhood”. God has opened her vistas to diverse
church traditions; including marrying Rev Dr. Philip Huan, who grew up in the Methodist Church. They
are blessed with two children. Jenni’s passion is to live with authenticity and help others discover God’s
living reality. She blogs at www.jennihh.blogspot.sg and is author of When God Shapes a w.i.f.e. and
Simple Tips for Happy Kids. She serves the wider Body of Christ with Philip through Churchlife!
Resources (www.churchliferesources.org), working with church leadership to ignite passion, equip people
and align purpose.

PRAISE FOR SHED THOSE LEAVES
“Shed Those Leaves nourishes the heart.”
RT REV RAPHAEL SAMUEL | Bishop of Bolivia

“Remarkably engaging.”
REV EDMUND CHAN
Leadership Mentor, Covenant Evangelical Free Church
Founder, Global Alliance of Intentional Disciple-making Churches

“This book is meant to be meditated upon – slowly, deeply.”
DR SIMON CHAN | Earnest Lau Professor of Systematic Theology, Trinity Theological College

“Jenni poses tantalising questions that enlarge our heart for God.”
CYNTHIA TAY | Wife of Dr Moses Tay, Seventh Anglican Bishop of Singapore

“A beautifully and clearly written book with some deep and
profound reflections on the truths presented in Luke 9:23.”
REV DR. TAN SIANG YANG, PH.D | Senior Pastor, First Evangelical Church Glendale
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